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UK Pavilion, Milan Expo

BDP designed the UK Pavilion at the World Expo
in Milan in 2015 in collaboration with the artist
Wolfgang Buttress. The structure brings together
landscape and art to highlight the decline of the
world’s bees and the importance of pollination to
the production of food.
After its successful run in Milan, The Hive is
relocating to the Royal Botanic Gardens Kew for
a two year residency from June 2016. There, Kew
scientists will share their solutions for pollinators
under pressure. The Hive will be located within a
new meadow, sown with high quality wildflower
seeds from Kew’s UK Native Seed Hub.
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UK Pavilion, Milan Expo
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Cornmill Gardens, Lewisham, London

Cornmill Gardens is now an
established town centre park
developed as part of a comprehensive
urban regeneration exercise. The
work has created a sequence of
public spaces where the new and
rapidly expanding community can
come together on a daily basis and
for regular events.
At the heart of the project lies the
Ravensbourne river. This was broken
out of a concrete channel and now
flows through a natural watercourse
flanked with native plants.
The scheme won multiple awards
including Civic Trust and the GLA
Mayor’s Best New Public Space 2007.
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Cornmill Gardens, Lewisham, London
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Ladywell Fields, Lewisham, London

Star Park, Newham, London

Following our success at Cornmill

At Star Park in Canning Town, BDP has

and landform create rooms of play

Gardens, BDP was commissioned to

worked with the London Borough of

which interconnect whilst informally

prepare design proposals for Ladywell

Newham to establish a new flagship

separating age groups without the

Fields.

playground. The aim has been to

need for physical barriers. The play

This 6 hectare open space has been

create an exciting facility for the

spaces have been design to inspire

transformed into a welcoming and

local community that caters to a

and motivate all types of play which in

accessible park within the London

wider variety of ages and abilities.

turn help to develop motor, physical,

Borough of Lewisham.

The play area fuses traditional and

social and constructive skills.

The project has won several awards

natural elements. Footpaths, planting

including the GLA Mayor’s Best New
Public Space 2013.
Boris Johnson, Mayor of London said
“The rejuvenation of Ladywell Fields
means the area is now an oasis of calm
for people to socialise and relax in.”
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Margaret McMillan Park, Lewisham, London

For many years this urban space was
underused and considered unsafe.
The new design has revitalised
Margaret McMillan Park, establishing
it as a cohesive and legible place
for people, that is attractive and
inviting from the outside and has
lots of character and amenity within.
The park now also creates a strong
pedestrian link between Deptford
town centre and New Cross Station.
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Watford Town Centre, Hertfordshire
Working with Watford Borough
Council, BDP has redesigned The
Parade in the heart of the town
centre. The pedestrianised area is
now a real space for people, able
to accommodate events of all sizes.
The existing water feature has also
been enhanced to create a further
attraction.
images © David Parker
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Derry City Centre, Northern Ireland

Located between the city’s historic
walls and Guildhall, an extensive
programme of urban renewal work
has transformed the previously car
dominated streets into a network of
spaces which are pedestrian friendly
and able to support a variety of
outdoor activities.
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Public Realm Masterplan for Victoria SW1

Working in collaboration with Land

inset proposals with specific tasks

on Victoria Street. It also includes

Securities and a broad range of

including the preparation of a public

public realm proposals for Kingsgate

design consultants, BDP has been

realm brief for design development

Gardens, City Hall and Spenser Street,

responsible for the preparation of

work at NOVA. The collaboration

the preparation of public realm

design guidance and the coordination

with PLP Architects and Flanagan

proposals for NOVA East and NOVA

of a broad range of public realm

Lawrence reshapes existent public

Place with Patrick Lynch Architects

projects for Land Securities’ holdings

realm proposals for NOVA and also

and the proposals for Portland

in Victoria. BDP has developed

existing public realm proposals

House in collaboration with David

strategic advice into a series of

for Kingsgate House and Zig Zag

Chipperfield Architects.
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NOVA Phase 1, Victoria, London

images © Land Securities

Images of the first phase of public
realm proposals for NOVA.
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Thomas More Square, London E1

Between St Katharine Docks and

realm. BDP’s proposals enhance

Tobacco Dock, BDP is working with

reception areas and retail frontages

Land Securities on the refurbishment

at ground floor, workspace at upper

of an existing office development

levels and improve permeability

to create a vibrant pedestrian

through the site whilst creating

environment with a coherent public

attractive and convivial public spaces.
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55 Broadway, Victoria SW1

BDP has worked with Tate Hindle
Architects in the development of
public realm proposals for the Grade
1 listed 55 Broadway in Victoria.
Proposals seek to preserve and
enhance this building’s historic
features whilst allowing a substantial
conversion from outdated offices to
a landmark residential building with
ground floor retail. The project gained
planning approval from Westminster
City Council on 16 June 2015.
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Whitechapel Masterplan, Whitechapel, London

In January 2013 the London Borough

Whitechapel area over the next 15

certainty for developers, registered

of Tower Hamlets appointed

years. It has been adopted as an SPD

providers, the local community and

BDP to prepare a masterplan for

and will be a material consideration

other key stakeholders. The project

Whitechapel. This seeks to guide

in the determination of planning

was a finalist at the 2015 RTPI Awards

new development within the

applications, providing greater

for Planning Excellence.
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Whitechapel Crossrail Urban Integration
In association with Hyder, BDP was

for London, English Heritage, Design

passengers ultimately enjoy travelling

appointed by Crossrail to prepare

for London, London Underground, the

through a memorable, stimulating,

urban integration proposals for the

GLA and CABE. The proposals sought

safe and convivial public realm.

environs of Whitechapel station.

to ensure that the new Crossrail

BDP and Hyder were subsequently

BDP’s proposals were developed in

Station is carefully integrated into

appointed to prepare urban

consultation with local groups and

the historic fabric of Whitechapel,

integration proposals for Crossrail

organisations including the Local

that its setting is of a high quality

Stations in Ilford, Forest Gate,

Borough of Tower Hamlets, Transport

with a distinctive character, and that

Maryland, Manor Park and Gidea Park.
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National Paediatric Hospital Dublin, Alder Hey Children’s Health Park, Liverpool

BDP is collaborating with O’Connell

Other important considerations

Similarly in Liverpool, the new Alder

Mahon Architects on the New

include the need for surprise and

Hey Children’s Hospital rises out of an

Children’s Hospital in Dublin.

delight, seasonal change and sensory

existing park. The majority of rooms,

Proposals embrace the therapeutic

stimulation. The new spaces must

whether for children or staff, enjoy

importance of nature with landscape

also encourage interaction with

views of the park and the rooftop

and verdant gardens at every level

patients, staff and family groups and

gardens and terraces are accessible

create a setting and identity as well

provide places to rest and play.

to all. Three open fingers of building

as providing an intuitive and unique

radiate out which alternate with

response to clinical spaces and wards.

gardens, intertwining building and
landscape.
SMELL

HEAR

TOUCH

National Paediatric Hospital Dublin

National Paediatric Hospital Dublin

Alder Hey Children’s Health Park, Liverpool
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Avon River Precinct, Christchurch, New Zealand

In 2011 a major earthquake in
Christchurch New Zealand led to
widespread damage and loss of life.
BDP, in collaboration with local
consultants Opus, EOS, Boffa Miskell
and Land Lab, prepared concept
and detailed design proposals
for regeneration of the Avon
River Precinct, the city’s first post
earthquake regeneration project.
Work included a network
of new pedestrian spaces linked
by a shared space promenade.
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Acapulco, Mexico

Commissioned by the Mexican
Government’s Tourism Authority,
BDP was appointed to prepare a
masterplan for the 450ha Golden
Zone in Acapulco. Design work began
with preparation of a strategy for
regeneration of the city, followed by
specific improvement proposals to
the main coastal road and a series of
detailed interventions within each of
the five identified strategy districts.
More detailed studies were then
prepared for redevelopment of the
city’s convention centre.
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Les Gargues, Aubagne, France

Les Gargues eco-district proposes
a 42ha mixed use development to
meet growing demand for housing
and commercial spaces in a sensible
and sustainable way. The project is
designed in an urban and compact
form, protecting and extending an
exceptional Mediterranean landscape.
It includes 800 housing units,
public facilities, shops, offices and
an extensive network of green and
public spaces.
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Elizabeth Street, Belgravia, London

BDP’s proposals for Elizabeth Street

meticulous approach to construction

sought to reduce traffic domination

within a busy and historically

and declutter and enhance the quality

sensitive environment. Completed

of public realm whilst strengthening

in September 2010, high quality and

the special urban village atmosphere of

robust materials, trees and street

this distinctive local retail destination.

furniture have been introduced to

The team’s aspiration was to create

form a seamless streetscape that

a streetscape of the highest possible

complements, rather than competes

quality, based on design excellence,

with, the scale and nature of the

specifications that exceeded

street and its associated buildings.

current adopted standards, and a
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Mount Street, Mayfair, London
The proposals for Mount Street

of Carlos Place. Collaboration

sought to revive the grandeur of this

with the Connaught Hotel and the

beautiful street by improving the

commissioning of the sculptural water

pedestrian experience and reducing

feature ‘Silence’ by artist and designer

traffic domination. Undertaken in

Tadao Ando in Carlos Place has helped

partnership with Westminster City

Mount Street to undergo a dramatic

Council, this was achieved by installing

transformation and become an

high quality and robust surfacing

international destination and real place

materials, by changing perceptions of

for people. The success of Mount

carriageway and pavement width, by

Street was recognised when it won a

celebrating entrances to Mount Street

prestigious Civic Trust Award in 2013.

Gardens and through the reimagining
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Carlos Place, Mayfair, London
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BDP was responsible for designing

the water feature at night and

and implementing public realm

reflect light into two retained mature

enhancements to Carlos Place in

London Plane trees. Water is allowed

Mayfair. This distinctive space has

to uniformly spill over the features

been transformed from an expansive

perimeter whilst projecting jets allow

area of asphalt around a shaded

a moist haze to further animate this

island to a dramatic new pedestrian

distinctive place and new forecourt

space with a contemporary water

adjacent to the 5 star Connaught

feature ‘Silence’ at its heart.

Hotel. Car parking has been relocated

Commissioned from Japanese artist

from an ancillary space to the south

and designer Tadao Ando, this

of Carlos Place to create a place to

reflective installation is lined with

dwell and an attractive gateway to

circular glass lenses that illuminate

the secretive Mount Street Gardens.
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Brown Hart Gardens, Mayfair, London
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Brown Hart Gardens, Mayfair, London

BDP has worked with Grosvenor to

system, are designed to slide back

create publically accessible gardens

when weather permits to strengthen

over the 1905 Grade II Listed Brown

the perception of the gardens and

Hart Gardens substation in North

the café being one integral piece with

Mayfair. Opened to the public in early

a sense of indoor/outdoor dining

2013, the gardens, an associated café,

whilst enhancing natural surveillance

and improvements to surrounding

and animation. In addition to a café,

streets have created a strong focus to

the gardens incorporate flexible

North Mayfair and a quiet oasis from

planting and seating, provision for

the hustle and bustle of Oxford Street.

events including a monthly food

The gardens create a distinguished

market, improvements to access and

frontage to the recently opened 5

integration of architectural lighting.

star Beaumont Hotel and will be a

A variety of new initiatives including

welcoming sight when exiting into

public art, an innovative water feature

Weighhouse Street from Bond Street

seat by Andrew Ewing and ‘Room’, the

West Crossrail when it opens to

first inhabitable work of art by leading

passengers in 2018. The new Garden

British artist Sir Anthony Gormley,

Café, seamlessly integrates into

on the frontage to the Beaumont

its location and is designed to be

Hotel add drama and interest to the

transparent whilst evoking the forms

gardens. The gardens were awarded

of the original pavilions. The glazed

Best New Public Space in the 2014

facades, which double as a heating

London Planning Awards.
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Grosvenor Hill Public Realm, Mayfair, London

The proposals seek to transform

link between Mount Street and Bond

and bespoke stone channels with

what was a back-of-house area

Street and will set a benchmark for

associated architectural lighting

into a vibrant new place for people

other potential placemaking schemes

and strategic glimpses through

to live, work and visit. New public

in Mayfair. A design-led approach

informal glades of trees. The central

realm plans in association with a

provides consistency with plans for

space, with its polychromatic paving

number of building improvements,

Grosvenor’s London Estate, whilst

pattern reflecting the distinctive

new development and the arrival

also providing a distinct identity for

brick patterning of local elevations,

of the Gagosian Gallery will form a

Grosvenor Hill and an enhanced sense

will provide a place for people and

catalyst to realise the potential of

of security. Gateways to the area will

a potential canvas for events or art

this area. On completion, Grosvenor

be improved through the introduction

installations.

Hill will form a stronger pedestrian

of high quality surfacing, spur stones

images © Grosvenor
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North Audley Street, Mayfair, London

BDP’s proposals for North Audley

high quality and robust surfacing

design principles and to close liaison

Street seek to revive the identity

materials, improvements to private

with key stakeholders. Crisp detailing

of this beautiful street, improve

forecourts and the strengthening

and the sensitive incorporation of

pedestrian experience, and return

of physical and visual links to

public art in the form of cast iron

North Audley Street to its rightful

adjacent streets and spaces. Careful

coal holes has helped to transform

place as one of the most attractive

consideration has been given to

North Audley Street, strengthening its

thoroughfares in Mayfair. Design

the selection of materials that are

sense of place and reaffirming it as an

proposals will enhance the public

sympathetic to their historic context,

important street in Mayfair.

realm through the installation of

to the adoption of contemporary
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Berkeley Square, Mayfair, London

BDP is working with Grosvenor on
the development of a public realm
vision for one of the most important
public spaces in Mayfair and London’s
West End. The proposals seek to
revive the spirit of this beautiful
square whilst strengthening its
distinct identity, enhancing its sense
of grandeur, creating a vibrant
and cohesive place for people and
strengthening physical and visual
connections through Mayfair.
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Baldock Town Centre, Hertfordshire

A local bypass reduced through
traffic in the town and enabled the
transformation of its historic centre.
Excess highway and parking space
was given a pedestrian focus, creating
opportunities for complementary
uses and providing greater enjoyment
for everyone. Extensive consultation
and continuous engagement with
the District and County Council
stakeholders, local businesses and
general public was vital to the
achievement of a successful outcome.
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Newbury Parkway

The historic market town of Newbury

The development is sensitively

in Berkshire has been transformed

integrated into the surrounding

with a new retail-led, mixed-use

historic fabric and focuses on high

town centre scheme. The town and

quality places that are varied in

its residents now benefit from a new

character and use.

streetscape of retail stores topped
with a landscaped square enclosed
by 180 new residences.
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The Rock, Bury

Waterloo Place, London

In Lambeth, Waterloo Place has been
created from a short stretch of underused road. The focus has moved from
vehicles to pedestrians with the space
creating a more attractive building
forecourt and providing additional
places to sit or park a cycle.

In this town centre regeneration
project at the Rock, the public realm
creates an attractive unifying element
within the mixed use retail, leisure
and residential buildings. The new
accommodation encloses pedestrian
only streets and a new public square
with fine mature trees, located on the
site of a former churchyard.
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Malmö, Sweden

In May 2014 BDP was appointed to

whilst seeking to provide a defined,

prepare a public realm vision for

co-ordinated, and proactive response

Central Malmö. The vision focussed

to the challenges faced through

on improving the public realm

increased competition outside the

associated with Vasakronan’s land

city centre.

holdings in the centre of the city
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Deptford High Street, London

Catford Broadway, London
Appointed by the London Borough of

environment, with a coordinated,

drainage and paving, enhancement of

Lewisham, BDP has prepared design

clutter free streetscape that now

electrical provision for market traders,

proposals for the enhancement of

functions more effectively for store

and the installation of new seating

Catford Broadway, a bustling market

holders, market traders and members

and tree planting.

street in the heart of the town. Work

of the public.

A successful bid to the GLA Mayor’s

included revisions to the layout of

The works are now constructed and

Outer London Fund Stage 1 helped to

the street to create a pedestrianised

also include improvements to lighting,

finance the project.

In parallel with the work in Catford,
Lewisham also implemented plans
to regenerate Deptford High Street.
A comprehensive design and
consultation programme has seen the
improvement of its physical condition
and the creation of a new public space.
Related initiatives include a
competition to find fledgling market
traders, an exciting programme of
town centre events led by a new town
centre manager, and an overhaul of the
processes for collection, recycling and
disposal of business waste. On street
parking has also been addressed.
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Hale Village, Tottenham Hale
Hale Village is located on former
brown field land adjacent to
Tottenham Hale Station, North
London. It is the first major
component of the Tottenham
Hale Urban Centre Masterplan to
be developed and a new village
community is already established.

The village contains over 1200

is being established along its edge to

residences, together with a variety

link new and existing habitats.

of community amenities. The public

Consultation and engagement were

realm is an important element of the

important parts of the development

overall composition and a network

process and the amenities of the

of new streets, small parks and

village have been established to

courtyards are helping to create a

complement those of the surrounding

sense of place. The village adjoins the

neighbourhoods.

Lea Valley and an ecological corridor
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AstraZeneca New Global R&D Centre and Corporate Headquarters, Cambridge
At AstraZeneca’s new global research

campus has been drawn upon with the

and development centre on the

aim of creating a green carpet onto

Cambridge Biomedical Campus, the

which the individual buildings and

landscape concept seeks to carry the

infrastructure are set. The objective is

idea of a green carpet throughout

to create a final arrangement where

the development. The precedent of

the landscape and built form integrate

a traditional Cambridge University

with one another.
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A special thanks to our clients at:
Alder Hey Children’s NHS Foundation Trust
AstraZeneca
Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, New Zealand
Crossrail
Fondo Nacional de Fomento al Turismo, Mexico
Grosvenor
Hammerson
Immochan, France
Land Securities
LB Newham
LB of Lewisham
LB of Tower Hamlets
LB Redbridge
Lee Valley Estates
National Paediatric Hospital Development Board
North Hertfordshire District Council and Hertfordshire County Council
Northern Ireland Department for Social Development
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew
South Bank Employers Group
Standard Life / Shearer Property Group
Thornfield Properties
Transport for London
UK Trade and Investment
Vasakronan
Watford Borough Council

For further information contact:
urbanism@bdp.com
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